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About us
A Tuscan family that is every day

ready to respond to your needs
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A typical 19th-century

Tuscan farmhouse 

perfect for your rustic 

and refined wedding

Customise your ceremony,

here's how:

- make your triumphant entrance

through the long avenue

surrounded by olive groves and

vineyards 

- complete the large outdoor

spaces for your open-air

ceremony or transform them into

an indoor setting with ad hoc

installations



Tuscan catering



country style



8 rooms for a total of 16 beds or

10 rooms for a total of 20 beds 

each with its own design and private bathroom 

All the furnishings feature attention to detail and high-quality finishes typical of Tuscan

rural architecture: handmade terracotta floors, beamed ceilings and stone facades.



 exclusive infinity pool and hot tub, 

barbecue area and wood oven for your wellness days



Breakfast  buffet 

to be announced in advance

on request

Final cleaning costs 

of the farmhouse are 

€ 500.00 for 8 bedrooms or 

€ 800,00 for 10 bedrooms

Security deposit of 

€ 800,00 for 8 bedrooms or 

€ 1000,00 for 10 bedrooms

 to be paid in cash 

upon check-in

Air conditioning on

consumption € 0,70 per kW

Heating on consumption



Breakfast  buffet 

to be announced in advance

on request

Final cleaning costs 

of the farmhouse are 

€ 600.00 for 8 bedrooms or 

€ 900,00 for 10 bedrooms

Security deposit of 

€ 900,00 for 8 bedrooms or 

€ 1100,00 for 10 bedrooms

 to be paid in cash 

upon check-in

Air conditioning on

consumption € 0,80 per kW

Heating on consumption
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only 2 km away from Relais Casanova

Exclusivity of the entire location only if 

all accommodations are booked



There are 2 outdoor pools at Villa di Sotto and they offer breathtaking views 
over the vineyards and olive groves of Chianti Classico and Siena.

The swimming pools are surrounded by fruit trees offering 
areas of natural shade where you can relax and read a good book.

Entrance to the pools is possible without reservation

Exclusivity of the location only if all accommodations are booked



- Area Relax SPA with infinity pool, jacuzzi hot tub and panoramic terrace

- Wellness Island with outdoor jacuzzi hot tub

- The Cave with Finnish sauna or biosauna, jacuzzi and  sensory shower

Exclusivity of the location only if all accommodations are booked



At the Ristorante Enoteca Villa di Sotto you will find the best dishes of 

Tuscan cuisine freshly prepared with local ingredients, selected according to 

seasonal availability and your culinary preferences.

The restaurant is located in a privileged position at 450m 

and offers a panoramic view over Chianti and Siena.



Breakfast buffet

from 8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. -

included for guests staying

at Villa di Sotto

Daily rearrangement 

of bedrooms included

Daily rearrangement of

apartments on request 

at a cost between 

€ 15,00 and € 45,00 

Shuttle Villa di Sotto -

Relais Casanova on request

with times and prices 

to be agreed

Staff always available 

for you and your guests





Enjoy this land full of

 beauty and surprises,

here are our suggestions:

- welcome dinner with

pizza/pasta party and 

ice cream

- outdoor activities 

such as suggestive trekking,

yoga and tours in the Chianti

Classico region

- winery visits and 

wine tasting

- sunset barbecue 

and live music

Recommended months:

April, May, June,

September and October













A deposit of 30% of the total amount of the stay is

charged/required to confirm the Standard rate. In case of

cancellation the deposit is not refunded.

6 months prior to the event a down payment of 20% of the 

total amount of the stay is charged/required. 

In case of cancellation the deposit is not refunded.

2 months before check-in the balance is charged/required. 

In case of cancellation no amount is refunded.

The tourist tax is charged at € 2.00 per person (valid only for

adults 12 years and older) per day and is to be paid in cash

directly upon arrival at the property. 

The city tax will be paid for a maximum of 7 nights 

and no more.
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